1. SEPTA has voice interoperability with multiple agencies available on the existing L3Harris, Zetron and Mindshare consoles, and this functionality shall be maintained with the replacement Motorola MCC7500e or later release consoles. The audio for this interoperability shall be supplied via the existing solution.

2. The Contractor shall provide interoperability with the COP, DRPA and surrounding counties. Interoperability shall be through the ISSI router link described within these specifications.

3. Contractor shall maintain the COP control stations along with icons and connectivity as a backup path for talk groups assigned on the COP trunked radio system.

L. Simulselect

1. The console shall support simulselect, which involves temporarily linking together multiple talkgroups dynamically for one-way outbound communications from a dispatch console. Simulselect merges the entities for the benefit of the Dispatcher, however does not create a super group. Only the Dispatcher can hear all simulselect members.

2. Each console shall be able to support up to **16 sixteen two** Simulselects with up to **(20) twenty** entities each. The console shall support pre-configured Simulselects in conjunction with the simulselect feature support within the trunked/conventional system.

M. Cross Muting

1. The console shall be capable of muting the audio from other consoles (cross-muting).

2. For consoles connected to the same switch, two console operators shall be able to communicate with one another through an intercom feature. No RF channel shall be utilized during the inter-console communication.

N. Emergencies

1. During emergencies, the console shall give both visual and audible alert. The module and page with the emergency shall be displayed in red. The module and the call history shall display the alias of the unit declaring the emergency. Further, the emergency shall be displayed in the Radio System information panel, which shall be red.

2. If an emergency is declared when another emergency already exists:

3. Same group – If the original emergency has not been acknowledged; the console shall display a counter with the emergency message to indicate the number of emergencies for the same group. The declaring alias shall be displayed in the appropriate call history display.